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Sigma Chi Probation
Appeal Turned Down
Sigma Chi Fraternity’s appeal to the Fraternity Sorority Advisory Board concerning their recent probation for violations of the IFC
rushing code failed, it was announced yesterday by Dick Dickson,
chairman of the Interfraternity Council Court.
The Fraternity Sorority Advisory Board referred the matter to the
IFC Court for reconsideration. After "careful deliberation," the court’s
decision was that "the original penalty should remain as stated."
VIOIATES RUSHING CODE
Sigma Chi violated two rules of
the IFC Rushing Code. According
to Dick Dickson, chairman of the
IFC Court, the fraternity was
guilty of "placing a feature article concerning its fraternity in
1 oc a l newspapers immediately
preceding or during formal rushing."
They also violated the rule, "The
first mandatory rush party be a
smoker type function." According to Earl White, president of
Sigma Chi, the fraternity scheduled a steak dinner for the rushecs,
but later tried to notify the
rushees of the change to a smoker.
COURT ACTION STANDS
The action of the court which
will remain as stated is:
Fraternity is
1. Sigma Chi
placed on probation effective immediately until the end of the
first semester of the 1938-59 school
year.
2. The fraternity may not participate in any Interfraternity
council activity for which an
award is made during the balance
of the spring semester.
3. Sigma Chi fraternity may not
pledge any man during the in-

ROTC To March
For S.F. Parade
San Jose State crack Air
Force ROTC drill team makes
its first start of the semester
Sunday afternoon, competing In
the St. Patrick’s Day Parade in
San Francisco at 2 o’clock.
Sophomore AF ROTC Cadet
Alfred B. Castelman is drillmaster of the unit, while Robert
Tice Is adjutant. Lt. C01.
Emery
A. Cook, professor of
air science, is advisor to the
unit. Cadet David W. Parker Is
Inspector.

SJS Blood Drive
To Begin Tuesday;
Reserve Now Low

The blood drive on the San Jose
State campus Tuesday will be part
of the Sclah Pereira Memorial
Blood Drive sponsored by the Elks
Lodge of San Jose, according to
the Activities Office.
SJS is among eight California colleges entered In the statewide Pereira !Memorial Blood
Drive. The college that does
ling the impormost in pr
tance of donating blood ssiti receive a $1500 trophy. San Jose
State won the trophy in 1955
AssemblySACRAMENTO
and 1956, Nit lost possession
man Bruce Allen (R -Los Gatos)
of the award in the 1957 blood
told The Spartan Daily last
drive.
night that chances are %ery dim
Leonard McKay, volunteer Red
for passage of a bill calling for
Cross worker, spoke to a group
construction of an on -campus
of representatives from campus
home for Pres. John T. Wahlfraternities and sororities earlier
session.
quiiit this
this week on the importance of
The bill, introduced last month
giving blood.
by the State Department of EdIt was pointed out that San
ucation, calls for the expendiJose State’s blood reserve is
ture of $450,000 for the buildonly 60 pints and should be more.
ing of nine on -campus houses
McKay pointed out that one
for state college presidents.
out of three persons will need
blood transfusions at some time
formal rushing period in the spring of his life. He also stated that
ASB president Don Ryan recently
semester.
4. The fraternity is to retain its needed and received some of SJS’s
membership and obligations to the reserve blood during a stomach
operation.
Interfraternity Council.

Chances Dim for
Home Bill Approval

College Theater Show
Features Striking Set
By ANTHONY TARAVELLA
When the College Theater curtain rises for the first time tonight
on SJS’ current production, "My Heart’s in the Highlands" by William Saroyan, a striking set will be seen by the audience. The play
is scheduled to run tonight, tomorrow night, the 19th, 20th, 21st and
22nd of this month,
Designed by J. Wendell Johnson, associate professor of drama,
the set is a fragment of a house on San Benito street in Fresno. The
house is only partly realistic Its
roof appears to fade into the sur- Apley; Jay Michelis. Philip Carrounding hills helping to create michael, escapee from the Old
the sentimental mood of the play. People’s Home; Bob Montilla,
Henry, the paper boy: Ivan Nash,
" Mr. Wiley, the mailman;
NON-REALISTIC EFFECTS
HarrY
Contributing to the play’s at- Michaels, Mr. Cunningham, a real
mosphere will be non-realistic estate agent; and Harry Stephens
lighting and sound effects. Light- and Yvonne Jackson, husband and
ing is under the direction of Ken wife.
Dorst. assistant professor of draCHILDHOOD FRIENDS
ma, Background music is taken
The story behind the play confrom the original score written
cerns people Saroyan knew in his
appeared
on
it
when
play
the
for
childhood. Armenian immigrants
Broadway. The Music Department
intermingled with native Amerithe
while
performed the score
cans is an admixture that produces
Audio Visual Department recorda heart-warming experience in
ed it.
human relations.
The east for "My Heart’s In
Throughout the play is the
the Highlands" features 14 sturierslatent theme that people are
Robert
dog.
Taylor
dents and one
wonderful and that the simple
will net the purl of Johnny;
people of the world are the
1Joyd Kearns, Johnny’s father;
good people.
Elisidwt h Keller, J h n n y’s
Saroyan has a way with people.
Grandmother; John Wilson, He not only makes them come to
Jasper MacGregor.
life in his plays, but he makes
Jim Dunn, Mr. Kosak; Mora the audience realize its humanness
Jacott, Est he r, Mr. Kosak’s when it reacts to the play emotiondaughter; Gary liamner, Rufe ally.

Spartacamp
Is Termed
Big Success

MARCH 14, 1958

Profs Denied Pay Boost
Engineering Bill
Gets Prelim OK

Spartacamp, S J S leadership
training camp, was a "tremendous success," according to Dick
Robinson, director of the fifth annual camp which was held last
weekend at Asilomar.
Spartacamp is meant to be the
apex of the student activities program at SJS," Robinson said. 1W
went on to say that from the
"enthusiastic response" of the
more than 200 students attending
as campers, he felt that the camp
had served its purpose.
Students were divided into 18
discussion gioups composed of 12
to 14 campers and two counselors.
Each group also had a faculty
adviser and met five times during
the two day camp. A different
aspect of leadership was discussed
at each meeting of the groups.
The first discussion was on "The
Individual as a Leader." Various
aspects of the leader himself were
aiscussed.
"JOINER" CHARACTERISTICS
Next came a discussion on "Individuals of a Group," which attempted to describe some of the
characteristics of people who join
groups and what effect they have
on the group leader. "Tools and
Techniques of Leadership," the
third topic, was a practical discussion of methods used by a leader.
The final discussion was a
problem solving situation, designed to make practical use of
the tools and techniques learned
In the previous sessions.
Dr. Melville Homfeld, superviser of education in Menlo Park,
opened the conference on Saturday with a talk entitled, "A Light
to Guide Us." He emphasized that
he feels the U.S. educational system should be taken more seriously by the individual as a help to
individual and world leadership.
His talk was illustrated by slides.
LEADER TRAITS
E. Finlay Carter, director of the
Stanford Research Institute, gave
the closing talk on Sunday. Carter. who returned early from a
trip to Washington D.C. to speak
at the camp, pointed out some of
the characteristics of the individual leader.
Robinson said that a national
representative of the Girl Scouts
of Anierica was present at the
camp and asked to take one of
the camp booklets with her. The
Chairman of the National Council of Churches also sat In on
some of the groups, Robinson
said. lie staled that both representatives called the 5.15 leadership camp "one of the finest
programs they have ever seen."
After a final evaluation of the
camp, which will take place next
week, Robinson said, the committee will send out a general camp
evaluation and a copy of the booklet on parlimentary procedure,
"Mr. Chairman," to all who at tended the camp.
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SACRAMENTOThe Assembly Ways and Means Committee
last night voted down by a 12 to II roll call vote a bill that would
have given a 10 per cent pay hike to 3000 state college professors
and administrative personnel, according to United Press reports.
If passed, the measure would have called for a $2,795,000 ap
propriation.
Although the faculty pay boost took a beating from the corn- - -rnittee. in other Assembly. action

Coed Elected
Young GOP
County Exec.
SPARTACAMP OPENS

of Spartacamp, held last syeek at Aid I,,Dick Robinson, it
mar. addresses the opening session of 5.15’ fifth annual student
activities leadership camp. Robinson called this year’s Sparta camp, attended by niore than 200 students, a "tremendous success."

JS Studies Courts

Student Court recently sent functions.is covered by court jurquestionaires to 70 schools, re- , isdiction in 17 of the schools.
I Courts in 18 others have jurisdicquesting information on their
tion over traffic violations, 14
court systems, and some unusual over property damage, 16 over
answers were returned.
cheating, 9 over advertising vioFor example.. mu. of the 45. lations and 12 have campus conschools that replied listed the test regulations.
What’s the reason for the
number of persons on its court
as 20. Three other schools boasted survey by SJS?
one -member courts, while four
As one court justice said:
"Our court isn’t perfect. We
schools listed courts with three
want to check on the systems of
members.
Court members gain their po- other schools in order to find out
sitions by appointment in 13 if there is some way to imprme
schools, by election in 11, and 1 ours."
"Later, we may take some
school has a combination arrangerecommendations to one of the
ment.
Student drinking at school SJS deans.

SJS junior Jean Dieikes was
elected chairman of the Santa
Clara County Young Republicans
Executive Board at the board’s
meeting last night.
Six Young Republican groups
throughout the county are under
the auspices of this executive
council.
Miss Dierkes returned to SJS
this year to continue work toward
a degree in political science.
She has been a member of the
Freshman and Sophomore Councils and Rally Committee, In 1931
she initiated a petition that resulted in the cut rate movie cards

now sold.
She is an alumna of Alpha Phi
social sorority.
Mrs Petra Pirrung, outgoing
chairman of the board. was graduated from SJS’ English Department.
Richard Rutun. president of
the 5.15 Young It
S ’hub,
mono lllll .ed at the meetIne that

world wire
Compiled from United Press
SINGAPOREIndonesian army unable to gather up the arms
troops were reported yesterday to dropped by the plane.
be driving toward the key rebel
HAVANA -Persons believed to
city of Padang amid charges that
"foreign aircraft" had dropped be rebel sympathizers set a hotel
American -made arms to rebel on fire and tried to assassinate a
close associate of President Fulforces in Central Indonesia.
The Indonesian Antara News gencio Batista yesterday.
The assassination attempt was
Agency said its "war correspondent" in Central Sumatra report- made on Raul Menocal, minister
ed that "Arms dropped by foreign of commerce in the cabinet,
aircraft at Pakenbarti were Amer- which disbanded last week to prepare for national elections.
ican made."
JEAN DIERKES
The fire occurred in the plush
The eorrespondent said govern... winner
new Havana -Hilton Hotel, which
ment paratroops captured Pakanwill be opened March 19. Somebaru so swiftly that the rebels were
one spread gasoline around and three Republican State officials
lit it. Firemen got the blaze out, will speak here this semester.
but it did $25,000 worth of damThey will be Robert C Kirkage.
wood, State Comptroller, April 10:
State Senator Donald Grunsky,
DAYTON. Ohio - Five Air Force April 24; and Assemblyman Bruce
officers yesterday completed the Allen. May ’22. Arrangements were
first leg of their mythical five- made last weekend toward brftday photo reconnaissance mission, ing Gov. Goodwin J. Knight and
which is carrying them around other noted California Republicans
the earth at an orbiting altitude of to speak also, he added.
140,000 miles.
Buxton explained that Young
The purpose of the simulated Republican clubs’ membership is
flight is to determine an air crew’s usually made up of young busiability to work and live together nessmen. The SJS club is the only
under long range flight conditions. college grew in this county, he

LET’S EAT

SJS Delegates
To Attend Meet

RC It es er so humble, hospitality is always welcome. Poor surroundings and meager food don’t seem to bother the people In this
scene from William Saroyan’s play. "My Heart’s In the Highlands." Seated from left to right are John WI 1.44,11, a ho ploys
Jasper MacGregor;
Ellwatwth Keller. Johnny.. grandmother;
Lloyd Kearns, JohnnYs father; and Robert TO i0r. as Johnny.
photo by Doug 11111

Two SJS administrative officals
Will attend a statewide meeting of
women deans and vice principals
this weekend at Palo Alto.
Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, housing
counselor, and Dr. Elizabeth
Greenleaf, associate dean of students, will participate in the biennial conference of Northern Region, California Man. of Women
Deans and Vice Principals.
Theme for the conference which
will draw some 200 administrators from junior high schools, high
schools and colleges, is "Women
Her Multiple Roles in the Modern
World.-

SJS’
Engineering
Department
forged ahead in its fight for recognition and expansion.
Chief reason for the salary hill’e
narrow defeat, according to the
U.P. report, was that some committee members felt they would
be reversing their d-vision of two
nights ago, When they voted
against a three per cent pay boost
for all state employes.
The bill, introduced by Assemblyman Bruce 1’. Allen (R -Los Getout, would not have been an
ac ross- t he- boa rd payment. The
State Personnel Board would have
determined actual pay raises.
Allen said that he still is hopeful about the bill’s future. Even
with the Ways and Means Committee’s disapproval, Allen thinks
that because of the close vote the
bill may still have a chance when
It comes to the Assembly floor.
Assemblyman Allen was jubilant
last night over the success of his
newly -introduced bill which would
give SJS the right to offer post
graduate engineering courses and

Se sleek Engineering alcoved on
Professional Development accreditation.
The proposals were approved
Wednesday night by the Assembls.
Education Committee, Allen said,
and now apparently an, headed
for the Assembly floor.
’BETTER CHANCE’
(ECPD accreditation, now banned by a 1953 compact, would give
state colleges a better opportunity
to receive federal grants, and
would give state college engineering graduates better job ixeisibildies. its proponents have argued.)
Norman 0. Gunderson, head of
the Engineering Department, said
he was "very pleased" with the
preliminary approval of Allen’s
engineering bill.
He had reservations, though,
about the bill’s ultimate success.
"I think it still has only about a
50-50 chance of going all the way
through and becoming law," he
said.
Assembly Ways and Means
Committee approved, over Allen’s
objections, a $330.000 allocation
for a UC graduate engineering
center in the Sunnyvale -Mountain
View area,
’WON’T MEET DEMANDS’
"I don’t oppose Cal’s giving the
engineering courses," Allen said
last night. "But I don’t think there
is much sense constructing new
buildings Just to offer one course."
He said yesterday that the UC
center would not meet the demand
of professional engineers. because
it would not be authorized to confer masters’ degrees.
The assemblyman said that the
(Continued on Page 2r

said.

Group Sponsors
’Dogpatch Dance
Costumes st raieht from Al
Capp’s "Dogriatch" will be in style
at the Sadie Hawkins dance Saturday night sponsored by the
Roger Williams College Group.
The dance will begin at 7:30 at
469 Meridian Rd. There is no admision and everyone is invited to
attend In true Ikvepatch style,
the women will ask the men to
the dance. Folk dancing is planned.
Transportation will be provided
from the Grace Baptist Church.
10th and San Fernando streets.

Real Shetland Wool
from 100,,,,, sheep
It’s the miracle
fibre in our new
natural line
sportcoats at Roos!
Its NO wash ’n
wear or drip-dry.
this miracle is
that they look so
only
good and
cost 47.50!
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Ed ticatIon
Conference
Tomorrow

Board Seletts
Fullerton Site

regieinal
A special educTit
conference for teachers and others
interested in speech correction,
hearing and mental retardation
will be held Saturday in the
Speech and Drama Building.
Co-sponsored by the State Department of Education and the
college, the meet marks the first
time that both special fields have
held a joint conference.
Speaker at the opening 10 a.m.
session in the College Theater will
be Dr. Lucie Lawson. director of
speech therapy and remedial reading service at the Franklin Hospital in San Francisco.
Her subject will be "Language
Disorders of Children with Central Nersous System Impairment."
Section meetings in each field
will be held in the afternoon following luncheon at the Catholic
Women’s Center.
SJS personnel participating in
the conference will include Dr.
William G. Sweeney, head of the
Education Division: Dr. Charles ,
Coffey. assistant professor of education; Richard W. Outland, ;
associate professor of education,
and Dr. Ruth Tiedeman, professor
of psychology.
Faculty from the college Speech
Department taking part in the
conference will be Floyd Greenleaf, assistant professor of speech;
Francis D. Brooks, assistant profesor of speech and education, and
Dr. Ward Rasmus, professor of
speech and education.
Miss Flora M. Daly. consultant
in education of the mentally retarded, State Department of Education, has been active in planfling the conference.

SACRAMENTO,
The of the vote of an Orange County
State Public Works Board seater- (lawns Advisory Committer
day selected a site near Fullerton which showed the committee
for the new Orange County State salued the Fullerton site at
College.
16 points, the Carden Grove
The Fullerton site Was ChOn(11
site at 12 points and the CRy of
over proposed sites near Garden Orange site at 10.
Grove. the City of Orange and 131 Director of Finance. John M.
other areas within the county.
Peirce. chairman of the board, al Almost simultaneously, sett. I so said he had received 25 tele.
John A. Mortis Jr. Of -Santa grams "from citizens and citizens’
Anal announced he %%wild gu groups confirming the fact that
before a Senate Finance Sub- the community is in wholehearted
committee later todas to ask support of the Fullerton site."
for shout one million dollars
He congratulated the county for
for toilial construction to get the "the wonderful cooperation of
classes underoay in the fall all concerned" in putting together
term of MS.
a community effort to help select
The Fullerton site is an Orange the site.
Grove of about 250 acres on CyH. C. Vincent Jr.. chief of
press Ave. about two miles east State Property Acquisition, told
Of Fullerton.
the hoard the Orange site oars
Dr. J. Burton Vasche head of a slightly higher cost site and
all state colleges, said he would then. ass opposition from ad.
discuss with Murdy a proposed jacent landowners. He said the
appropriation of $150.000 for the Carden Grove eite had appeal
initial staff plus $0,000 for site tweause it was "most accessible
development and construction of frorn all parts of Orange
initial buildings to get the new Counts," hut there Was a high
college underway by the fail
cost drainage canal to be ex1959,
tended through the property.
The Public Works Board
Of the Fullerton property. he
agreed unanimously on the F’ullerton site. The Pulsar. Works said there is "no direct or meaBoard staff issued a tabulation surable flaws in that site."

spartaguide
Buddist Church "College Day"
services, Sunday, 11 a.m., luncheon
following All students invited
Canterbury
Club.
Episcopal
Holy Communion, Tuesday, 7:30
a.m.. Student Christian Center,
Canterbury Club, "Contemporary Scenes of Life as Conveyed by
Arthur Miller’s ’Death of a Salesman.’" Sunday, 6 p.m., Student
Christian Center,
Children Theater Assn., kinescope of . "Chop Chin and the
Golden Dragon," election of officers, Sunday, 7 p.m., Studio
Theater, SD Building.
Hillel, Dr. Leroy Posey, "Science_ and Science Education in the
Cold War," Monday, 8:30 p.M.,
Student Y.
Philosophy Club, Dr. Whitaker
Deininger. "Freedom and Determinism." Sunday, 7:30 p.m., 55
S. 6th St.. Apt. 316.
Phi Upsilon Pi, plan for future
night events, today, 10:30 a.m.,
S26.
Psi (’hi. faculty panel, "Ethics
in Psychology," initiation of new
Members. election of officers, tonight, 7:30, 595 Brooks Ave. (Map
of directions on bulletin board
outside Psychology Department
office.)
Roger Williams College Group.
Dr. Whitaker Deininger, ’Should
a Christian Student Study?" Sunday, 6:30 p.m., Grace Baptist

Nave a WORID-of
Travel with SIM
Unbelievable Low Cost

60

Europe
Otieftt

Der

Maw MS

Church, S. 10th and San Fernando
Sts,
Senior Class, meetings for remainder of semester will be held
Monday at 3:30 pm., TB17.
Ski Club, meeting, Tuesday, 7:30
p.m., S112.
Student Christian Council, meet today, 10:30 a.m., Student Y.
Wesley Foundation, "The Invisible Fire," Sunday, 7 p.m., Wesley Foundation. Snack supper, 6,
35 cents.
Westminister College Fellowship, bowling party, meet at Student Christian Center, .,92 S. 5th
St. tonight, 7:30.
BEANERY BULLETIN
Home Economics Cafeteria
Entrees:
Frown haddock
... ... _30 cents
Meat loaf
30 cents
Plate lunch
55 cents
Weather:
Weatherman calls for more
scattered showers today with a
aught increase in temperature.
High 62-67,

SpaztanSaily
Entered es second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jos*, Calif., under the
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Saturday end Sunday, during th colleg
year with on issue during each final
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lAers To Attend
Annual Meeting

I

SJS’ Industrial Arts Departrinnt will be represented by 13
members of the department at
the 29th Annual California Industrial Education Convention in
Long Beach this weekend.
A six-man faculty group is composed of Dr. Heber A. Sotzin, head
of the Industrial Arts Department, Dr. Ralph P. Norman, Dr,
Ralph C. Bohn, Robert E. Buxton,
Gordon Van Arsdale and Daniel
C. Lopez, assistant professors of
industrial arts.
The student delegation will include Dave Roeder, Dave Pridharn,
Kenneth Hird, Richard Geraci.
Fred Van Biber, Stephen Paulovich and Donald Matthews,

AMERICAN
AIRLINE’S

II TA

Deluxe
HAMBURGER SANDWICH
Our own ground round
with relish, tomato, olive,
picile and French fries.
.40c

SQUIRE’S
RESTAURANT
207 S. FIRST STREET

Tomorrow Named
For Open House

An open house will be held tomorow at.9 a.m. at the Union Elementary School, 2130 Los GatosAlmaden Road, according to B.C.
The, SJS campus will be the site
Hintergardt, teacher placement
officer. All graduating elementary of the Bay Section of the CaliDR. JAMES F. JACOBS
teacher candidates are invited to fornia Music Educators Association Music Festival for solo enin everything they couldn’t decide at tend,
The open house will be held semble and twirling performers.
which field they should choose.
festival will start Saturday at
"A good example of this is a from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., and will The
a.m., and conclude at ap8:15
the
of
tour
hour,
social
a
include
girl enrolled in the program oho
5:45 that afternoon.
proximately
by
interviews
and
district,
school
was a genius," said Dr.o.facohs.
Donald Homuth and Clement
"She earned A or B grades in school officials.
Interested teacher candidates Hutchinson, assistant professors of
every class she took. Naturally
at SJS are the chairmen
she couldn’t tell a-hat field for Way call at the Placement Service music
for the day’s activities.
which she would best be suited. office, A234, today to sign up.
Through the exploratory program she got to know herself
better and was able to deckle
what she wanted to do," he
said.
Another reason for being undecided is that the students have
had no chance to observe a crosssection of job opportunities. Also,
many have had too much pressure
exerted on them by parents, teaFinest Automotive Maintenance
chers or others and have reacted
Excellent Lubrication
to it negatively. "The exploratory
Fast, Courteous Service
program is designed to help them
Convenient
in both of those problems," Dr.
Jacobs said.
If you’re late for class, we’ll park your car for you

SJS Will Be Site
Of Music Festival

THE GASOLINE WITH TCP

WORK NOT FINISHED
Although the program is running smoothly and is helping many
to find themselves, Dr. Jacob.
work is not finished.

STATE SHELL SERVICE
CY 5-8968

98 SOUTH FOURTH
Across from Student Union

Sun Styles

School Styles

Spring Styles

March 16 Newman Hall

Do you like to
travel?

Stop in any time for the
BEST DINNERS
IN TOWN

"I’d like to set up a similar
program eselusisely for sophomores who need help in deciding
in which field they should concentrate," he said. "In the past
we hose had a few sophomores
grouped wit h the freshmen,
This has nest’, worked. The soph
res usually flunk out of
school. They need a program exclusisely for themselves," he
said.
This program is becoming more
and more popular every semester.
With the improvements which Dr.
Jacobs expects to make and the
further research he intends to do,
it is certain SJS will continue to
have many "explorers" on the SJS
campus.

INDEPENDENT GIRLS’
FASHION SHOW

Lt mon
Pe’D jss

L

personal Inters Jews and take
part in group therapy in class.
Dr. Jacobs said the students in
the class exchange various types
of ideaF, including reasons why
they are undecided about their
major.
CAN’T DECIDE
One of the reasons the students
have found is that they did so well
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By BARBARA LUETT
The Army has nothing on SJS.
It has the Explorer, but SJS has
68 of them.
Our explorers aren’t circling the
earth, however. They’re right here
on campus, first and second Semester freshmen enrolled in the
exploratory curriculum.
This curriculum is the result of
one of many research projects
carried on by members of the
SJS faculty. It is a program which
was designed by Dr. James F.
Jacobs. associate professor of English, for freshmen who cannot decide on a major field of concentration.
CHANGES MAJOR TWICE
In the spring of 1954, a check in
the Personnel Office showed that
more than 600 students, most of
them freshmen. were following objectives other than the ones indicated on their admissions forms
and personnel folders. In addition,
it was found that the average
freshman changes his major twice.
"Changes even are made in the
time between application_ for admission and actual registration,"
says Dr. Jacobs.
To find a solution for the
problem of -undecided" students, Dr. Jacobs was appointed
as inesistant to the Curriculum
Evaluator. The solution he found
was the exploratory curriculum.
In the fall of 1954, the first
group of students, 52 in number,
enrolled in the exploratory curriculum under the guidance of Dr.
Jacobs. Now the program is in its
fourth year and is well -established at SJS.
SELF ADJUSTMENT
This curriculum is designed to
give students (1) instruction in
personal and vocational self -finding in Psychology 4, (2) close contact with specially selected advisers who will help them arrange
programs and adjust to college,
and 13 opportunity to investigate
offerings in different fields in
order to explore interests that
they may have.
Psychology 4 gives students an
objective look at themselves,"
said Dr. Jacobs. "They take
tests of all kinds, from general
aptitude to interest and attitude
tests. In addition, t hey have

(Continued from Page D
Lockheed Missile Systems Division
and IBM had offered classrooms
and lab space for the graduate
center free.
EC Vice President James Corley opposed accepting the offers,
saying, "The free space alone
won’t satisfy us."
The Ways and Means Committee
also approved an $800,000 measure
permitting UC to make options
on sites for branches in Santa
Clara and other counties.
Allen also said that rumors to
the effect that state college professors had opposed tbe cross-the board three per cent pay hike for
all state employees in hopes of
getting the 10 per cent hike for
themselves were "not true."
Eight SJS senior engineering
majors attended the committee
meeting in Sacramento Wednesday night. They were Raymond
Rye, Bruce Casten. Bob Arends,
George Dunn, Ted Fairfield. Ted
Engelbrecht, David Stacy and Ray
Bold.
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Teachers
Frosh Making Use of Opportunityy
To Explore College Curriculum

If you are single end between 191/2
and 26, there’s a splendid opoortun.
ity waiting for you. Along with its
current expansion, American Airlines
needs many more attractive Steen,
dosses. You mast be 52" to 58’
height, 130 lbs. or less in proport
to height with 20/50 eyesight
b e t te r witheot corrective Ir,r
Those accepted have FREE TRA’‘J
ING, excellent salaries, liberal
pense accounts. and the privilege of
free travel.
Even though you may not reach the
-inure age requirement, if you are
"rested in this career, please feel
-- to discuss 64 with us.

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
Tuesday. Merch lith
Contact Placemnt Offic
for appointment

2:00 P.M.

FREE ADMISSION
Entertainment by THE WAYFARERS
Rena Lao

Mary Ann

Hall

Jere

Phipers

Styles Contributed by
MACY’S

NANCYE’S DRESS SHOP

OF VALLEY FAIR

455 E. WILLIAM STREET

SWISS JEWELRY SHOP

TOWNE FLOWER SHOP

1617 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

1203 SOUTH FIRST STREET
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Full Speed
Ahead
San Jose State’s proposed engineer expansion program is
growing nearer to reality.
During the past two weeks
State’s battle for ECPD (Engineer’s Council of Professional
Development i accreditation of
lower division courses (Biweek,
Feb. 281 and the right to offer
graduate engineering instruction
made headway along nearly all
fronts. Proponents of SJS engineering expansion are channeling their efforts along two separate lines, either one of which
could spell victory for the local
cause.
Prohibitive Agreement.
(1)
SJS officials and Santa Clara
Valley industrialists are asking
the State Board of Education
for permission to seek accreditation for undergraduate work
and the right to offer graduate
engineering instruction.
State colleges have been prohibited from offering either accredited or post -graduate engineering courses because of a
1953 agreement between state
colleges and the University of
California. The agreement states
that UC has exclusive province
in offering these courses.
SJS is trying to amend this
agreement through a liaison
committee, consisting of representatives of the UC Regents
and state board.
(2) Assemblyman Bruce F.
Allen (R -Los Gatos) has introduced a bill now before the legislature (A.B. 1) which would
accomplish what SJS asks by
legislative law.
The bill would change wording in the long-standing provision of the State Education
Code which reads "the primary
function of state colleges is the
training of teachers."
New language substituted
would make teacher training
"a"--not "the"primary function of the colleges. Another
part of the bill establishes "with
the approval of the State Board
of Education, courses of instruction leading to a master’s degree in engineering."
The bill is being actively supported by industrialists but not
by SJS officials, who are concentrating their effort s on
reaching an agreement with the
University of California.
Most authorities agree that at
least one of the plans should
prove successful.
First Hurdle. Both plans met
with partial suecess during the
last week. Allen’s bill bounded
over its first hurdle Wednesday night when it swept past
the Assembly Ways and Means
Committee, despite opposition
of the University.
Last Friday, at a meeting in

C,

Santa Rosa, the state board declared to the liaison committee
that:
(1) SJS should be given permission to seek accreditation for
undergraduate courses.
(2) UC. would provide graduate engineering instruction in
the San Jose area alai other
areas of the state.
Final report of the liaison
committee won’t be presented
for at least three weeks, at
which time the state board will
make its final decision.
Norman 0. Gunderson, SJS
engineering head, feels, however, that "accreditation is set."
and although the board apparently turned thumbs down on
graduate study, SJS will be
granted permission to offer this
instruction within two years. He
believes the University won’t
be able to meet Santa Clara
Valley’s needs because of the
population and industrial
growth.
New Major. In other action at
Santa Rosa, the state board unanimously approved SJS’ proposed mechanical engineering
program, with a nuclear power
option. This means SJS will begin offering a mechanical engineering major next fall.
Attending the confab from
this area, besides Gunderson,
were Vice Pres. William J. Du set, Dean of the College Fred F.
Harcleroad, industrial representatives Ralph Marrs, education
committee chairman for West
Coast Electric Manufacturers
Assn.; George Gayer, of Westinghouse Corp.; Ernest Card,
Food Machinery; and Allen.
Allen also has another bill
before the legislature, A.B. 15,
which would grant SJS $300,000
for construction, housing and
maintenance of a nuclear reactor.

ACADEMIC ARTERY
’Not Child’s Play’
Last week University of California’s Dr. Edward Teller told
an audience at SJS that Russia
will be ahead of the United
States scientifically within 10
years unless something is done
about it right away.
Dr. Teller, whose middle name
has become "Father of the Hbomb," made several suggestions about what to do.
The Hungarian -born scientist
said that "Russian leaders are
determined to mold the world
in their own image." He said the
U.S. can’t expect a change in
this doctrine.
Dr. Teller said that the push
in American scientific progress
should include a general acceptance of science and scientists,
by the American public. The
American attitude toward scientists, said Dr. Teller, is "If
you want to play your games,
O.K."
"A Common Governnient."
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Perfect Accessories for Spring

STRAW BAGS
All the Latest Styles and Sizes
Colored oi Natural

SPRING JEWELRY
to Spark Spring Outfits

87c
SCARVES . . .
IV Square 3

for 50c or I8c each
Regularly $1.00
Large Size
Now 2 for $1.00 or 58c each

GREETING CARDS . . .
Regularly 25c and 35c
Now 8c each or 10 for 75c

Poor Joe

A FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW OF CAMPUS EVENTS

Edited by BEVERLY REYNOLDS

LITTLE MANoNCAMPUS trY

put in to make this year’s Spar (scamp a success," Robinson
said.
Ile also expressed his appreciation to counselors and faculty
consultants.

Cold Leftovers

e-ze

’WE’VE PECIOEP TO MAKE AN EXCEPTIONYOU PLEGTOE US AN
IT’LL BE 0.K FOR YOUR VALET TO TAKE YOUR ’FLEDGE TRAIWINife
The nuclear expert emphasized
that the need for increase in science education in elementary
schools will be reflected in U.S.
scientific status 10 years from
now,
Looking farther ahead, Dr.
Teller said he believed that be.
fore the end of the century the
industrial revolution will engulf
the world and precipitate the
formation of a common governmentcommunistic or democratic.
The scientist is professor of
nuclear physics at UC and associate director of the Radiation
Laboratory. He worked on the
Manhattan project whichdeveloped the first atomic bomb,
Dr. Teller has been strongly
criticized in some quarters for
advocating that continued nuclear testing will not harm the
world,
Dr. Teller was most recently
criticized for a seven -page artide in Life magazine of which
he was co-author. In the article
the scientist defended nuclear
bomb tests.
"Allay Fear." One of Dr. Teller’s leading oppOnents is Cal
Tech’s Dr. Linos Panting. Dr.
Pauline, chairman of the division of chemistry and chemical
engineering, has called the article "dishonest and intentionally misleading."
Nobel Prize winner Pauling
in a recent press conference in
San Jose claimed Dr. Teller
told him that the "misleading"
information in the Life article
was "to allay the fears of the
people."
Dr. Pauling was author of a
petition signed by 9500 scientists --including many Russians
and submitted to the United
Nations in January. The petition
demanded the abolishment of
nuclear testing.

TV Schoolroom
"irons out of the West comes
the thundering bang of toy pistols at ten paces."
Children at study and play in
San Jose area schools now are
being observed on closed circuit
TV by SJS students in the
"comfort" of their college class.
San Jose State first experimented with closed circuit television in 1954 when a therapy
program was presented for the
mentally ill at Agnews State
Hospital. 5.1S St as the first state

Remember . . .

LARK’S
Where the Hot Dog is King
also featuring .

.

Steaks on a French
Roll with Fries
Italian Sausage
Burgers

BAGHDAD BAZAAR
CY 7-9881
198 SoUTH Fiwq ST.
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rooms.

Pins, Earrings, Brackets, Necklaces, Ropes
We have them all in new Spring styles
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Stan and Isabel Vaughn
Piens
Between 4th and 5th on
Santa Clara Street

college to receive authorizaton
for purchase of TV equipment,
but more recently San Diego.
San Francisco, Sacramento and
Chico State colleges have em barked on similar projects.
The college has purchased
$88,000 worth of equipment and
has widened the scope of its
telecasting to include two engineering programs, presented
earlier this semester, and the
teacher education series ached.
uled to be shown from 9 ant.
to 2 p.m. daily for the next
three weeks.
Classroom Screens. Fifty min ute engineering demonstrations
were staged in a laboratory and
sent via coaxial cable to the
classroom.
Students in, four education,
four health and hygiene and
three psychology classes will
view different aspects of etcmentary school life. More than
25 Classrooms in Centennial
Hall, the Education Wing and
the Library have 21 -inch television screens.
Three portable cameras have
been stationed at Horace Mann
School. Operated remotely, they
transmit to a mobile control station which is a converted war
surplus radar trailer. The signal then is sent over lines leased from Pacific Gas & Electric
Co. to a distribution center on
campus.

MAIN STREAM
Success Story
A standing ovation for director Dick Robinson brought San
Jose State’s fifth annual Spartacamp to a close last Sunday
afternoon on the same note
which had run through the entire two-day leadership training
camp that of enthusiasm.
Campers, counselors and faculty advisers. meeting in small
groups throughout the camp to
discuss aspects of leadership,
All seemed to agree that San
Jose State had stored another
success in the field of activities.
In support of this Robinson
reports that colleges, universities and representatives of national organizations have written to ask for copies of material
given out at the conference.
Several representatives also attended the conference, he said.
Assistant directors of 1958
Spartacamp were Gerry Wion,
programming; Bob Foy, arrangements; and Penne hIcClenahean, student adviser.
Other members of the committee were Terri Galvin. secretary; Bill Douglas, speakers;
and Margie Jackson and Bill
Hardy, publicity.
"I would like to sincerely
thank the committee and our
faculty adviser. Dr. Lyle Edmison, for all the work they have

One of the more curious
events of the past week NAN
the revelation that San Jose
State College is the proud owner of 5000 leftover Sparta Keys.
Who’s curious7 Student Council and most SJS students, to
name a few.
Chairman of Public Relations
Committee Dale Scott, Who resigned last week, says that Student Affairs Business Office
told him 5000 Sparta Keys were
printed last year. He told Student Council this and recommended printing 7000 this year.
This was done and then it was
discovered that only 3500 were
printed last year. and were none
too easy -to sell at that.
So far this year ’2000 of the
7000 have been sold. At present
the student body stands to lose
$1000 on them. The question of
who "goofed" on the original figure of 5000 has not been successfuly answered yet.
Resounding start. Student
Court has decided to try night
election rally. scheduled for April 29, in an effort to interest
students in coming ASH elections. First, however, the court
will try and arouse the support
of campus living groups. so that
more than 25 (the total for the
last election rally, which was
held during the day) people will
show lip.
Alec L. Branden, of Branden
Enterprises, Hayward, set the
Spartan Foundation fund drive
off to a resounding start with
a $3500 donation earlier this
week.
Dan Caputo, San Jose contractor and president of the
foundation, said, "If Mr. Branden has such faith in our program, the people of San Jose
should certainly match it."
Dance Time. This week tbe
Junior Class began publicity for
the Junior Prom, Venetian
Springtime. The prom will be
held March 21 at the Villa Motor Hotel in San Mateo. Bids
for the annual spring event are
on sale in the Outer Quad and
the Activities Office. Walt Tolleson’s band will provide the
music.
Senior Class has set May 2:1
as the date for its Senior Ball.
It will be held at the Village
in San Francisco, with Dick
Reinhart’s 12-piece orchestra
providing the music.
Bids for both the Junior Prom
and the Senior Ball are $3 each.
Sophomores are busy planning
their Soph Doll Dance for May
9. It will be held in the Women’s Gym.

SIDE STREETS
The Lion’s Roar
Last May 28, two IA lute lions
on the front lawn of the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity were
blown to bits by dynamite. The
local SAE lions were not the
only beasts to meet this fate.
SAE lions at Cal, Stanford, USC
and Fresno State were similarly
dynamited.
The remains of the departed
lions were buried beneath the
front lawn of the chapter house.
A grave marker reads, "Guardian of Our Fraternity, Blasted
to Eternity."
Last week, after much big
game hunting in a "tight lion
market," SAE unveiled two new
lions, Theta and Epsilon. Sometime during the weekend, Theta
and Epsilon were doused with a
coat of paint.
It might be said that SAE has
received the "lion’s share" of
trouble.
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Joe Schmaltz didn I make it
into Sigma Mau Mall but 165
other students did ’,ledge 26
Greek organizations on carturi,.
according to the Actuitir,
Office.
Fraternities received 107 ie
members, and 51 gills Pledged
sororities.

On With the New
Last Saturday marked the
end of an established local fraternity and the rise of a new
national fraternal organization
on campus. Kappa Tau became
the Epsilon chapter of Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity. All of
the SJS Greek systems now are
affiliated nationally.
Kappa Tau held a welcoming
party for the initiating teams
and dignitaries March 7. Initiating teams came from the. University of California. University of Southern California. Santa
Barbara, San Diego State and
Lewis and Clark College. Girls
from several sororities served as
hostesses.
A banquet at Hawaiian Oar.
dens climaxed the day’s events
Sigma Phi Epsilon officials, initiating teams, actives and alumni and college officials and representatives from fraternities
and sororities attended the banqiiet and dance.
Ron Maas, prominent local
lawyer, served as master of ceremonies. Dr. William J. Dusel.
SJS vice president, gave n welcotning speech to the new national fraternity. Len Marks.
alumnus, presented the history
of Kappa Tau and told how it
has progressed since its beginning in 1951.
Welcoming speeches also were
given by Robert Ryan, district
governor. and Luis Roberts, past
national grand president froni
Southern California.
Highlight of the evening Wa
the presentation of the Sigma
Phi Epsilon charter to Marty
Quinn. president of the new California Epsilon chapter-

in focus. SJS skiers had to settle for sixth in Stanford’s Tressider meet.
Stanford again got the nod
over SJS in the Spartans’ opening track meet, 67 I 3-632/3.
The opening meet was a threeit
affair with the Santa Clara Valley Youth Village filling
out the cast and settling for
the caboose spot in scoring.
The SJS swimming squad was
stopped in its second meet of
the season by Stanford. 57-29.
In the last two weeks the
Spartan gymnasts brought their
record up to an even three wins
and three losses by beating
Stanford 7S-66 and Cal Poly-,
55-44.

r
Sensational Dale Offer
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Guaranteed

DANCE
COURSES

SPORT SHOTS
Out With the Old
The SJS basketball team el.,ed out its season a week ago
last Friday by losing to ITSF.
62-50, The loss to the Duns pit
the cagers to bed for another
year with an even 13-13 record.
With basketball out of the
way, the SJS baseball club went
into action the hard way by losing to Cal, 5-1 and to the Indians. 8-2.
Since the last sports roundup, the boxing team suffered
its first setback of the season
with a 6-2 licking by Idaho
Now boxing coach Julie Menendez is whipping his boys into
shape for the NCAA and PCI
tournaments.
Evil Eye. On the tennis court.
the SJS racket squad took a 9-o
beating from Stanford. And
with the Indians’ evil-eye still
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Spartan Trackmen Face Bears,
Youth Village; Sprint Stars Vie At

obczak Nine
To Meet Gael
Diamond Club
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By RANDIE E. POE
headline SJS’ track collision tomorrow with Cal and the Santa
Clara Youth Village. Festivities
begin at 1:30 p.m. on the Berkeley
oval.
Things looked as black as a velvet -lined tunnel at Cal recently
when Leamon King. co-holder of
the world 1t11 yard dash record
was declared ineligible,

ry Kelley. The Spartan air dtto!
has topped 14 feet. Kelley’s tagil
effort was 13 ft. 6 in.
broadjmnp (John Merchant -14
San Jose Statc’s teems tioop.
Grady Neal, whose 9:28 two mile
two-milc (Rog Price
ft. 12
travel to Cal’s courts today to
last week against Laszlo Tahori
3:181 and %hotpot (Froveb Jawas his all-time hest effort, could knock the hall fore and aft with
cobs, 32 ft.).
SJS should cop the pole vault, spring an upset over the Bears the University’s team with match
however. with (’hack Hightower Price. An outside pick here might les slated for 2 p to. in their second
epartan Sam Holt
atel St ’in Hopkins rated over Te,
meeting of the scason.
den

3:38.7;

Orme

4:13.71.

definitely

will

Although

each

:ft I.

White’s

consistently
Ray

be

two

time.
lower.

The Spartan tennis schedule for
the next month is: Fresno State,
March 18, here; San Francisco
State, March 21, here; Fresno
State, March 28, there; COP, April
8, here; USF, April 10, here; Portland University.’ April 11, here;
San Francisco State, April 15,
te.

sprint

underdog.
has

flitted
been

has..
Still,

SPORT SLATE

Rapid

has unlimited potential. as

King found out last season when
Norton clipped

hint
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GYMNASTICS
SJS vs. cal and Los Angeles
State. Here -7:30 p.m.

UPSET CHANCE
SJS has a chance for an upset
in the hurdles. with Clint Redus.
Don Smith and Kent Ilerkenrath
set to wail. Cal offers White, Joe
SJS’ sprint star Rapid Ray Norton (left) locks up in a speed duel
at (’al tomorrow with Willie White, Bear ace who last year upset
Griffin and Dave Baker.
Olympic champ Robby Morrow in the century.
Redo’.’ cantered the highs in
:14.3 last week and Smith skipped :14.9. White’s top high stick
clocking is onis :14.9. but this
is primarily- because he concentrates on the lows, where he has
a best of :22.6. Redo.: has gone
:13.1I.
The SJS javelin forces should
overpower the Bears. Chuck Polizzi, often beset by psychological
All-Ameriea honors. (Tom (Iola
NEW YORK (UP1Wilt "The
problems, forgot his troubles last Stilt" Chamberlain of Kansas. Os- of LaSalle and Chamberlain preweek and unloaded the spear 215 car Robertson of Cincinnati and ceded Robertson.) Chamberlain,
ft. against Stanford. With Dick Elgin Baylor of Seattle wet e over- Baylor and Hennon are juniors.
Flocks (199) and Larry McFar- whelming choices for the 1958
4 Four of the five players are
land helping him, Polizzi & Co. United Press All -America basketNegro youths, all except Hermon.
should prevail over Cars only 200- ball team.
foot threat, Wayne Crow.
The 1958 United Press All-AmGuy Rodgers of Temple and lit- erica basketball team:
WILLIAMS FAVORED
Ilennon of Pittsburgh won
Errol Williams. Bob Larson and tle Don
Aug.
the two other positions on the
Smith head the Spartans’ high
30.1
Wilt Chamberlain, Kansas. Jr.
selected by the votes of 257 , Oscar Robertson, Cincinnati, Soph 34.5
team
jumping brigade. Williams. a clasand
radio
telesports
%%Titres
and
Jr.
33.6
Settle,
Baylor,
Ele;ri
I
sic-type jumper. sailed 6 ft. 5 in..
20.4
Rodgrs, Temple. Sr.
vision broadcasters throughout the
last week. Smith jumped 6 It. 41
26.0
!Don Hanson, Pittsburgh, Jr.
nation.
in. and Larson. leaping for the
This year’s team was unique in
first time this year, registered a
at least four respects:
6 ft, 2 in. effort.
The Rears will smother 5u18
1. Chamberlain, the seven-ft.:
Verinan
440
(Jack
the
in
center who was chosen All -Ameri:47.3), MO (Don B4wden-1:47.
ca for the second year in a row,
2; Mayaard Onne-1:$6.6: Rog appeared on 96.9 per cent of the
ballots cast. This represents an
150 E. Santa Clara
all-time high since the UP AllCY 2-7726
America was inaugurated in 1949.
Chamberlain attracted 225 first team votes and 24 for the second
BARGAIN PRICES
team. The previous high percent- ’
age was 95.5 received by Bill RusFRESH MEATS
sell of San Francisco in 1956.
NEW YORK (UP. West VirEXCELLENT SERVICE
2. Never before had three playginia. which surprised a lot of experts with a remarkable 26-1 rec- ers dominated the balloting as
ord this season, was chosen as the Chamberlain, Robertson and BaySTICK BOLOGNA
lor did this year. Robertson. who
1957-58 National College BasketLb. 42c
actually polled five more first ball Champion by the United Press
place votes tan Chamberlain. was
board of coaches.
. mentioned on 95 per cent of the
BEEF STEW
Coach Fred Schaus’s Mountainballots, while Baylor’s popularity
eers, so lightly regarded in the
Lb. 69c
was 94.6 per cent.
pm -season forecast that they were
is
the
y,mngest
This
3.
acaLeun
not even picked to finish among
demic team eser to make the
the top 20 teams, barely edged
BEEF
GROUND
Alt_Anserica. Rodgers is the
Cincinnati for top honors in the
only senior. Robertson is only
Lb.
48c
closest race since the United Press
the third sophomore eser to son
ratings were initiated in 1950.
San Francisco was a not -toodistant third and Kansas State,
SAL DAVIDE
which topped the ratings for the
four previous weeks only to falter
with two defeats last week, placed
fourth in the final ratings of
15 leading coaches who comp! i.
the United Press rating board.
So close was the contention for
the national championship that
San Francisco attracted six first place votes:
Kansas State had
four; and fifth -ranked Temple and
seventh -ranked Notre Dame had
one each.
Final 1957-58 college basketball
ratings by the United Press board
Baked Lasagna
of coaches: (first Place totes and
won -lost records through March
’mile just past Santa Clara City.
14 in parentheses).
rOtflt El\Domino, Santa Vika
Team
Points
West Virginia (12) (26-1
300
Phone AX 6 Owl Orders
Cincinnati (111 (24-21
297
par
Icier tour
San Francisco (61 24-1
270
Kansas State (4i (20-31
240
Temple (ii (24-21
202
131
Maryland (20-60
RR
Notre Dame CI (22-4)
as
Kansas (18-5)
67
Dayton (23-31
Indiana 912-101
62

UP All-America

Talented Trio Paces
Basketball Selections

BASEBALL
SJS vs. St. Mary’s. There-3:15
P.m.
TENNIS
SJS vs. Cal. There-2 p.m.

Saturday. March 15
GYMNASTICS
SJS entered in Calif. State College Championships, Here-1:30
P.m.
WRESTLING
SJS entered in Pacific Assn.
Senior
Wrestling Tournament.
Here-11 a.m.
TRACK
SJS vs. Cal. and Santa Clara
Youth Village. There -.1:30 p.m.

of

Krail.
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shortstop

upperculting the ball and
popping -out
turn

a
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Cal so immers w ill have to face this 5.15 four -man relay team
here today. From left to right, Bill Augenstein, Jim Watts, T0111
Mutt -do and Art Lumbert.photo by Doug Hill,

O’Neill Predicts
Swim Team Win
By HUGH SCOTT
Coach Toni O’Neill’s varsity
Spartan swimming team plays
host to a visiting Cal aqua squad
here this afternoon.
San Jose’s third dual meet of
the season is scheduled to get underway at 3:30. The Spartans have
split in two previous outings.
"We have a good chance to
knock them off." reported O’Neill
earlier this week. The local mentor
tabbed the Bears "not too strong."
Spartans expected to score
points in their respective events
are Jim Watts, freestyle; Bill Auginstien, middle distance; and Tom
Macedo, backstroke.
O’Neill predicted San Jo
would finish 1-2 in diving with
Ron Riley and Johnny Johnson
meet favorites.
Heading San Jose’s breaststroke
delegation will be Harvey Corvin.

STATE MEAT
MARKET

Either Hart Rumbolz or Rich I ton tier will also draw a racing lane.
Hesitant to name definite meet
participants prior to completion
of inter-squad competition, O’Neill
offered a tentative freestyle relay
combination. The foursome will
probably be composed of Dale
Anderson, Ed Chang, Russ Murphy and Watts.

this

and

fielding

chologically," Sobetak

SWIMMING
SJS vs, Cal. Here- 3:30 p.m.

long.
Others in the sprint fight will
be SJS’ Bob Brooks (101 and
Garfield Finley 1:9.81 and Cal’s
Hank Olgitin ( :9.81 and Monte
Upshaw

.e

play

Smith. Wagner, Anger and Won: drack will, also compete in the
’ singles.

last week,

an

man

Coach "Butch" Krikorian hopes
his netters will avenge the 9-0
shutout administered by Stanford
recently. Doubles -teams consist of
Joe Wondrack and Harold Smith.
Sam Wagner and Don Anger, Bob
Namba and John Marshall.

FLEET FEET MEET

But the addition of hot -footed
White to the roster has evaaorate,i
Coach Brutus Hamilton’s tears
White, a soph from L A., whipped
sprint lord Bobby Morrow in the
century last season and topped
NCAA champ Ancel Robinson in
the low hurdles the same evening.
He could be one of the great ones
by the time he reaches the graduation podium
Norton, who copped
victories at Stanford

Ed Sobczak’s crew travels to
Moraga today to meet St. Mary’s
in a 3:15 p.m .baseball game. Yesterday’s Cal tiff was postponed to
April 29.
The coach was pleased with the
performances of Bill Leach and
, Larry Peterson who allowed the
Bulldogs of Fresno State but five
!runs in 17 innings. Peterson started out "shaky" in the seven Inning but settled down to throw a
creditable game.
On the hitting side. Solwzak
had good words for liurry Daley, third base, Jim Long, see
41! Lee, right
base, aind
field. lie was disappointed In the

Krikerian’s Netters
Meet Bears Again

(Bow-

Stephens-1:53 9

Willie White and Rapid Ray
Norton, a pair of human Ferraris,

Berkeley

in

psy-

stated.

Jim Seith caught the second
game and is currently behind first
string catcher Don Christiansen.
For the second tiff Sobczak tore
up the script for the first game
arid started all over with a new
line-up. Not out of disgust, but
to give all players a chance to
show their WIP0S.

BE A MAGICIAN
WRITE

DR. MEYER BLOCH
President

Eastern Magical Society
240 RIVINGTON STREET
New York 2, N.Y.

DINNER SPECIAL
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS or
HAMBURGER STEAK with BROWN GRAVY
POTATOES
SOUP
BREAD & BUTTER
VEGETABLE
Larg Bolt’s of Milli IS

85c
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSLA
545 S. 2nd St. Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

of history are forgotten men. Who did throw
the overalls in Mrs. Murphy’s chowder? Is Kilroy still here? Does
anyone remember Dear John’s last name? No, friefids, f,y’re all
(Sob!) forgotten. So right now, let’s pay homage to the greatest of them
allthe man who keeps the cigarette machine filled with Luckies!
Let’s honor the guy who supplies the one cigarette that’s packed end
to end with fine, light, good -tasting tobacco, toasted to taste even
better. Let’s salute (Fanfare!) the Vender Tender! Touching, isn’t it?

THE REALLY GREAT MEN

Dons Capture Third
In Final Cage Poll,
West Virginia First

WHAT’S A NERVOUS RECEIVER
OF STOLEN GOODS?

BENNETH METZGER.
NEBRASKA WESLETAN

Tense Fence

WHAT IS A OREWERY’S GRAIN ELEVATOR,

Stuck for dough?
START STICKLING!
A MAKE $25
We’ll pay $25 for every Stickler

CI:AftETTCS

LIGHT UP A

we printand for hundreds
more that never get used! So mtn rt
Sticklingthey’re so easy you
can think of dozens in /14X70/1E114!
Sticklers are simple riddles with
two -word rhyming answers.
Both words must have t he same
number of syllables. (Don’t do
drawings.) Send ’em all with
your name, addrem, college and
clams to Happy -Joe-Lucky, Box
67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

lt:qht SMOKE LIGHT

LAWRENCE 111LOSEIAL
NEWARK COLLEGE
nr lPIGittuiftikS

Malt Vault

WHAT IS A TELEGRAPHED PUNcr0

/UDR SCHWARTZ
U Cr OMNI

Slow Plot,.

UP A LUCKY!

Arthur of (411:..lenehieam cZetem-Cratiffs"cUegeo Zs our middle name"

PREP FOR STATE MEET

../2aptatt

Gymnastics Squad Lists Full Slate;
Compete in State Championships

poptki

SPORTS EDITOR

JOHN SALAMIDA

Friday, March 14..1958

SPARTAN DAILY-6

Intramural Cage

State, Long Beach State, Fresno! in tnne tu compete Saturday.
By PAT BUNDS
The admission price announced
The SJS gymnastics squad will State and Cal Poly
by Gustafson is $1 for adults and
Like most coorhes, Gustafson
be busy in the Spartan Gym totlrk
hiss neck out
dislikes to
50 cents for children and students
night and tomorrow with a three
with student body cards.
and predict a %sinner, hut he
way meet tonight against Los An.
said he has to go along uith
geles State and
at -VA/ and
Gustafson said he probably
the strong Los Angeles State
the California State Colleges Gym%%mild base his selections of who
(CAM.
nastics Championships tomorrow
still go to the NCAA tournaafternoon at 1 10
ment on performances’ during
SJS’ chance, for a victory will
The financial success of the
be somewhat reduced unless , the championships.
first annual state meet is neeSJS gymnasts so ill be extended
swingingrings expert Mickey Za woiary to insure sending outin all events by tough competition.
vac k recovers from a back injury
standing SJS gymnasts to this
year’s ISCAA tournament at
Michigan State. according to
coach Bill Gustafson.
Gustafson expects the
nines tics budget to he depleted by end
of the regular season and hopes
ill
the championships will bring in
enough money to aid in sending
one or two deserving gymnasts to
the NCAA tournament.

Three Greeks
Tied for First
Three fraternity squads, Delta
Sigma Phi, Delta Upsilon, and Pi
Kappa Alpha. are now tied for the
leadership in the Greek intramural
cage league after last night’s action.

*

Sigtni. Nu, paced by Merle
Butler’s 16 points. upset the undefeated
liatislxla ( ’hi Alpha
squad In a narrow Sit-SI count.
Fred Riettiger with 10 digits
paced the losers.
DU continued on its winning
ways by downing ATO 41-32 as
Jim Corum tanked 17 points and
Gary Ressa nine. Shelly Detrick
with 16, paced ATO.
The Delta Sigs held onto the
first place spot by swamping winless KA 46-30. Gil Zaballos with
--Standings:
Deita Sig%
3 0 Sigma Errs
I 2
Delta Upsilon 3 0 SAE
I 2
PiKA
3 0,Thista Xi
I 2
Lambda Chi 2 l’ATO
0 3
Sigma Nu
2 I KA
Theta Chi
2 I Phi Siqs
0 3

ci

24 and Ron Blake with 12 paced
the winners while Jim Dyson and
Bill Lamson both tanked 10 for
the losers.
PiKA continued its romping
spree by outslugging and out
a game but outclassed
SAE squad. Eight PIKAs hit the
scoring column. paced by Tom
Louden with 12 while Jim Williams hit IS for the losers.
Theta Chi won its second game
of tl
campaign by edging the Sig
Eps 37-35 for the closest win of
the night. Bob Crist tallied an
even 20 for the winners while Torn
Voigt with 15 and Ron Riley with
12 hit for most of the Sig Ep
points.

16 and Fred Kemper with 11 led
the winners while Vern Goodrich
had 15 and Al Robinson 12 tor
the Phi Sigs.
-

Both the men’s Qin and the
I Women’s swimming pool will be
open this weekend, from 12 noon
until 4 p.m., according to Bob
Bronzan, director of intramurals.
Any group of men may reserve
the gym floor for one hour, but
groups should total at least 10
men. "In the event that an individual wants to practice but doesn’t have a group to practice with,
he may join other practicing
groups," Bronzan said.

Pacific Coast wrestlers invade
SJS Saturday to compete in the
Pacific Assn. Senior Tournament
at 11 a.m. in Spartan Gym.
According to SsIS coach Hugh
Mumby,
the wrestling squads
expected to compote are the
Olympic Chili, Oakland YMCA,
Modesto
Berkeley YMCA,
Stanford, San Francisco YMCA,
11101.0...

San Jose State’s freshman baseball team rolled over the Campbell
High School baseballers. 11-0, yesterday on the losers’ diamond.
Every Spartan on the starting
squad hit safely as they racked up
14 hits. Jim Pusateri, first sacker,
collected three hits to lead the
SJS attack.
Joe Guthrie pitched four innings
of hitless ball and only allowed
one Campbell man to reach first
base. He walked the man to first
but the runner was quickly sent
down on a double play.
Wit

RUSS CAMILLERI
. . . PCI Champion

§eS#00 X11471"
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

Glenn Ford

"Farewell To Arms"
Rock Hudson Jennifer

"Tarnished Angels"
R. Hudson D. Mlon

Jones

"The Deerslayer"

STUDIO
"Cowboy"
Glenn Ford Jack Lemmon
Anna Kashfi

"Wonders of Chicago"

SLAIE-2/AITOCA
UNIONT-3 r5 7 f

"and Clod
created woman"
Atti
...but

the devil Invented
Illtriggitt

CYN

MAYFAIR
FRI. - SAT. - SUN.
JERRY LEWIS

"SAD SACK"
Friday 6:50 II :06
Sat. - Sun. 12.45 502 - 6.54
also
B. LANCASTER . K. DOUGLAS

"Gunfight at
O.K. Corral"
Friday 8 52
Sof.-Sun. 2.35 - 6.45

10:41

Monday thru Thursday

C’ V.. 7 - 3 0 (i

Two Ad.O F,;,

"Doctor At Large"
Dirk BorprdeMuriI

Paulo

"If Happened in the Park"

Besides the SJS host team, other
gymnastics squads that will be in
the tournament are Los Angeles

Am’

Cigariit pocket in sleeve
Boat neck
$3.95
and to match

Golf Driving Range
STUDENT SPECIAL

Mike Bozo anti Bob West shown here lwrcheil for the camera
will have to mount the parallel bars one at a time for the Judges
in tomorrow’s California State Colleges Gymnastics Championships. The action will start at 1:30 p.m.

35c

Locket with

ASS Card

S. 10th & TULLY ROAD

ock-A bout"

Sweat Shirts

FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS

restlers Meet
Tough Foes

Frosh Baseballers
Beat Campbell 11-0

’Don’t Go Near the Water’

BEACH TOGS..

Sweat Pants
Calf length
Side

In the wildest scoring game of Mr
the night, Theta Xi poured through
55 points while the Phi Sigs only
could score 37. Bob Huebner with

Because frosh baseball coach
Warren Fraleigh didn’t want to
tire the pitcher’s arm for the newly opened season, he sent in lefthander Dick Holced to chuck the
last three innings. He pitched hitless ball until the last inning when
Campliell got two bingles.

NEW SPRING ARRIVALS

Gym and Pool Open
Saturday Afternoon

"Illicit Interlude"
"Too Bad She’s lad"
SOPHIA lOREN
’Too Good to be Missed)

Santa Clara, Moffett Field, San
Jose JC and Cal Poly.
In addition to team competition,
the wrestlers will compete for Pacific Assn. Amateur Athletic union
medals in eight weight divisions.
Among the outstanding amateur
wrestlers Mumby expects to see
action tomorrow are Jay Holt. the
1955 national AAU champ from
the San Francisco Rowing Club:
Dr. M. A. Northrup, three times
a NAAU champ; and Dick Francis,
formerly of SJS and two-time Pacific Coast Intercollegiate champ.
SJS will be represented in the
tourney’s heavyweight division by
Nick Sanger and George Merton,
Going In the 191 lb. division
for the Spartans will be Russ
Camilleri and Bill sickels. Calast Saturmilleri emerged fr
day’s PCI tournament as the
111-11). king.
Ken Spagnola. 167-pounder, will
grapple for the Spartans. Rugged
Spagnola was runnerup in the PCI
meet last week, suffering a close
overtime loss to Barry Billinton
of UCLA.
Powerful Cal Poly, recently
crowned PCI champ, rates as a
top choice to walk off with top
honors.

Vanderbilt Cup Next
College Competition
For SJS Ski Team
Fresh from a drab showing last
week at Stanford’s Tressider. but
looking forward to a top performnext week’s Vanderbilt
ance at
Memorial. SJS ski team members
will take to the hills this week
for private competition and pleasure skiing.
Against California’s last at
Yosemite
last
the
weekend,
Spartans finished
sixth,
but
team niembers feel that a better
performance is in order next
week. Val es III sponsor the Warren ’anderbilt Stemorial fourway event, and in addition to
Cal, Stanford. Nevada, Sierra,
Chico State, and USC, colleges
from Oregon and Washington
are expected to enter.
This weekend. Rolf Godon will
pleasure ski at Donner, Jim Nystrom and Dave Franceschini will
enter the District Three Downhill
and Slalom Championships at Yosemite, and Bob Kesseiring. Bob
Miller, Peder Anderson and Roy
Cleghorn are expected to compete
in the Sugar Bowl Ski Club Giant
Slalom
Last week, Godon and Nystroturned in the best performance.
as Godon copped a second in HI.
cross-country
and
Nystrom
fourth in the downhill. Freshman
Anderson finished first among SJS
skiers in the slalom.

Burdette Signs
SIII,WACK11:, Wis.
I LI’)
World Series pitching hero IA,
Burdette. last of the Milwaiik,
Braves’ holdouts. signed his
contract yesterday.
Braves officials said the
ment was reached after a talk ho
tweet.’ Iiiirdette and General Mall
ager Juhn Winn one of se% II .11
in recent days.

FOLK SONGS
BALLADS

BLUES

Also
new styles of
Bathing Suit
Walliing Shorts

CALYPSOS

BOB LINDSAY

mosher’s for men

PIZZA GARDENS
McKEE

$3 95

many

FRIDAY and SATURDAY NITES
1 34 7
(Beyshore & Julien)

vent legs

121 SOUTH FOURTH (Down the Alley1

ROAD

CYpress 2-9753

UNIVERSITY OF

TRAVEL

54

TO

AWl

SUMMER SCHOOL

HAWAII

DAYS

( Earn Extra Credits

STAY IN HAWAII

EXTENSIVE PROGRAM IN HAWAII
AND BACK TO WEST COAST

Combined

(ALL EXPENSE PAID)

$499.

Cempiete

Transferable)

With Many
SOCIAL EVENTS
WAIKIKI BEACH ACTIVITIES
SIGHTSEEING PROGRAMS
DINNER - DANCES - PARTIES
MOONLIGHT SAIL CRUISES

710 Price 9ncluele4 rverythinf!!
(Not ONE CENT MORE NEEDED OTHER THAN EXPENSES OF A PERSONAL NATURI

Price Includes:
Steamship Air Travel to Hawaii
Aloha Greeting with Floral Lei
Private TransportationPier/Airport to Residence
Excellen+ AccommodationsEntire Period
Orientation Meeting
Aloha Reception PartyDancing Under the Stars
First Finest Hotel
Introduction Party
Introduction Party Second Finest Hotel
Exciting Hawaiian Feast Finest Nits Club
Luau
Formal Dinner Dance
Royal Hawaiian Hotel

Fashion Show Luncheon
Picnic
Hawaiian Style
Swim Party Sunset Dinner
Romantic Catamaran Cruise
Thrilling Outrigger Canoe Ride
Interesting Pearl Harbor Cruise
Glass Bottom Boat Excursion
Waikiki Aquarium Tour
The City Tour of Honolulu
Complete Circle Island Tour
Mount Tantalus Tour

Koko Head.Waimanalo Drive
Dole -Pineapple Cannery Inspection
Ukulele Beach Get Together
Guest Card Privileges
Medical FacilitiesDoctor on Call
Several House Mothers
Longer Stayover Arrangements
Aloha Farewell with Floral Lei
Private Transportation
Pier Airport to Residence
Steamship Air Travel Return

ALL THIS PLUS LARGE CENTRAL OFFICE (TOUR HOS) AND LARGE STAFF
AVAILING COMPLETE FACILITIES AND ASSISTANCES TO OUR TOUR MEMBERS

University Study Tours of Hawaii
AN

ANNUAL

PROGRAM DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS and
Steamship Space Available to Early Applicants Only)
( ATTENTION

YOUNG

TEACHERS

FOR FUR1HER INFORMATION AND FREE DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
CONTACT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING AGENTS

LERIOS TRAVEL SERVICE

DALE JOHNSON TRAVEL SERVICE

SAINTE CLAIRE HOTEL

ROOM 1212 BANK OF AMERICA BLDG.

74 W SAN CAR! OS

PHONE CY

7

1700

PHONE CY 2-9312

6SPARTAN

T911

Rosnoqvisf and King
Aura Accossoriot

lublis.1.n

SIN Gron

Stomps

CYprtst 5 9920
11th

& SANTA CLARA ST.

Open at I P.M.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Ault
7-11108
Auddorium

Coffee Date?

DIERKS DONUTS
6 A M to II P ha

370 AUZERAIS STREET
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,
D

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
7th & E. SANTA CLARA

WANTED
Spartan Spenders
NO

CY 2-1535

119 S. First

Shop at VALLEY FAIR

Then ...
Relax and Dine
at the

PINECONE
Restaurant
2801 STEVENS CREEK RD.
VALLEY FAIR

I.

The

is

Branclirg Iron
nest door

ro

PINECONE

25c

BETHEL CHURCH

Placement
Confer

"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

The following organizations will
be interviewing graduating seniois
on campus next week. Interested
students may contact the PlaceA234. or
ment Serivee Office,
phone ext. 234, tor appointments.
Army Audit Agency. March 17;
interested in accountants.
National Fire Underwriters,
March 17: interested in engineers.
Westside County and City Park,
March 17; interested in P.E. and
recreation majors
I sears, Roebuck and to, March
17; interested in management and
controller trainees.
Food Machinery Corp.. March
IS; interested in engineers and accountants.
California State Pe rao nnel
i Board. March 18; interested in
!visa engineers.
Arthur Andersen & C’o.. March
18; interested in accountants.
Telecommunications
Federal
ILaboratories, March 19; interelected president of Allieorge Eykellsotsch
tr,..1..orer. In foreground are Al f’eresa second
ested in engineers and phi pha Eta Signia, accountants 1
letN. ac %ice president; Eykellsotich; and 11111 Florsuk,
chits.
sorting to Jesse D. Re)nolds, associate professor
first %ice president. Not shown :ire 11r. Donald
of
business
and
ads
iser
to
the
group.
Left
to
E.
Roark. rus-ailsiser; and Annul stuller, record1t.
March
Co..
!
Arthur Young &
right, tin background) are Reynolds; Jiro Dale,
ing isecretar.
interested in auditors.
corresponding secretary; and Bruce
IBM Corporation, March 20; interested in engineers. mathern
ticians and accountants.
6.-real Mills, March 20; Internonested in technical and
Approximately 30 high school
The student dep.,: tment of the
technical personnel.
Second Lieutenants Anthony M.
California Spray Chemical Cor- Baptist
Sunday
School
Board, principals from the Bay Area will ! Cook and Robert D. Engel, both
i
attend
a
Visitation
Day
at
SJS,
in
interested
21;
f poration, March
Nashville, Tenn., is offering cash
Jan. 1958 graduates of the Air
Tuesday.
I agricultural, science, marketing
awards in its Student Writers’
Force ROTC program at San Jose
and business administration maThe delegation will be welcomed
Contest for college ’students.
by SJS President John T. Wahl- I State, have received their orders
jors
Manuscripts are limited to 2000 quist at 9:30 a.m. in S242, The I to report for active duty at Lack words and may be either fiction principals will be guests at a land Air Force Base, Texas.
or nonfiction, short stories, artic- luncheon in the cafeteria at noon.
The pair will report April 22,
les or poems slanted toward stu- The day’s program ends at 2:301
at Lackland where they will
p.m.
dent readers.
, undergo approximately six weeks
Scheduled for discussion are
I of processing and pre-flight trainEntries are limited to one pet
,
An unusual demonstration in
college articula- ing: From there,
they will be reperson and may be sent to the high school
"frog breathing" will be pres’enttion, advanced collegle placement
Baptist Student Writers’ Contest,
assigned to a pilot training school
ed by a polio patient tonight at
for the capable high school gradufor the purpose of primary flight
127 9th Ave.. N. Nashville 3. Tenn.
7:30 in the Student Union, accordate, coordination of high school
training, which lasts for about an
Audrey
Squires,
publicity
ing to
Students entering the contest and college science departments,
11 month period.
the Occupational are 1-’quested to enclose with high school mathematics currichairman
of
Lt. Cook, who is from Los Altos.
Therapy Club. The event is open their entry a brief biographical cula. the ROTC program at SJS,
to the public.
sketch giving name. college and engineering opportunities and the majored in engineering at the colGuest speaker will be Miss address, class rank and home ad- high school’s responsibility for lege, while’ Lt. Engel, from San
Mateo, majored in social science
Dorothy Rosenberg, a registered dress.
mental health.

Coupon
Reduction

25C

OR

Kentucky Fried
Chicken
With This Coupes Jest . . .

$1.50

Baptists Schedule H.S. Principals
Writers’ Contest To Visit Tuesday

’Frog Breathing’
Slated for Tonight

To Place Classifieds Call
CY 4-6414, Ext. 272

occupational therapist practicine
in the Bay Area. The polio
will drive a car from San Francisco to SJS as an endurance demonstration. The patient will be I
accompanied by Miss Rosenberg.!
It will be the first time the poliol
patient has driven a comparable ,
distance since the disease was contracted.
The breathing technique is
learned process where patients
must swallow air rather than inhale it. It is learned during intervals outside the iron lung.
The patient states she can teach
those present to "frog breathe"
in 10 minutes.
Door prizes will he presented to
those attending.

1951 Rambier. R&H., 0.D.. excel
cond. $375. or best offer. CY 50108.
’57 Simea. 9500 act. mi. Will sacrifice $300 down. Assume payments. CY 2-6776 aft. 5.
FOR RENT
Room &

Therapy Directors
To Meet Today
Occupational therapy directors
from 24 hospitals throughout California will hold a meeting today
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in B72. The
annual meeting is being co-sponsored by SJS and Mills College of
Oakland. according to Miss Elenor Mann, acting head of SJS’
DepartOccupational The

FURNISHED ROOMS. $10.15 per
Too. Kit. Male students. No drink. Ment.
or smok. CY 3-3.308.
Purpose of the conference
Lovely room. 2 girls. Priv. Ent. & to discuss director -student r:
bath Kit. priv.. $25 mo. CY 2-5077. lationship during the studen!..
--- nine -month internship in oCC11.
Room and Board. 2 blks. from
training.
school. Good fond. 12 meals a pational therapy
Attending the meeting will he
week. $50 mo. CY 5-4995, Eves.
five SJS graduates now working
WANTED
throughout the state They are
Miss Alice Samson. City of Hope.
MALE student to share apt. SunKaseman,
Betty
Miss
deck. B-B-Que. Pool. $37.50 476 S. Duarte:
Twin Pine Sanitarium. Belmont;
7th St.. No. 10.
Stanford
Lou Coley,
Miss Ida
Convalescent Home, Palo Alto;
JOE VENTURA’S POPULAR
Mrs. Elaine Lane, May J. Morrison Center for Rehabilitation.
San Francisco; and Miss Margaret
Stephen. Veterans Administration
Hospital, Oakland.

Ace
Luncheonette

WEEKEND
SPECIAL
LUNCH PLATE

90c

BREAKFASTS
SERVE*
from 6.30 A M
Fruit Dish FREE
with ally
11,8114 *lit

ACE
LUNCHEONETTE
476 S. iOth (Near Williams)

NA_

know-

Students or other persons
ing of campus activities or events
concerning the college are requested to turn in such information to The Spartan Daily editorial
room in the Journalism

Pastor

CYpress 4-2873

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

2nd AND SAN ANTONIO

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands -- Minister

"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar

Lts. Cook-Engel
Assigned Orders

Spring Semetter:

Church H1story

THE PINK BUILDING

2sel and SAN ANTONIO

-Looking for a friendly Church in Son Jose?"

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ Christian Church
790 SOUTH 12th STREET

CY 2-7443

SUNDAY SERVICE March 16
Coll.o

age class at 945 Bib?. School Hour is fought by Ds,;d Elliott,
instructor in Smooch Department at SJSC.

Subject: -Shadow and Substance"
1.30, 11:00
9 45
5:30
6 30

Duplicate Morning Worship Services.
Biol. School, classes for all ages.
Discussion Groups for all ages.
Evening Sep. .

Nursery Prosidad

HAROLD E

GALLAGHER, Ministor

EPISCOPAL
at Trinity
81 North 2nd
W B Macke’s. Re-ta
11:00 A.M. Holy Communion
9:30 and 11.00 AM.
Worship Sarvics

SlorViCilf

Campus Special

Ground
Round Steak

the KNOX CLUB, College Young People of
Westminster Presbyterian Church

welcomes you on Sunday, March 16

A COMPLETE DINNER
Sizzling, Juicy

A."

-

"John Wesley" - technicolor film - 7 p.m.

Choice
\ Sirloin Steak

I

I A COMPLETE DINNER

GENE’S DINNERS
1595 SOUTH FIRST STREET

E:xTypewriter, Royal (standard
cell. condition. CY 3-6081 after 6

College Boys Rm. or
Board. 28 S. 13th St.

Escape!! . . . to good eating
. . . and a delightful atmosphere

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

9.30
10:45
6:00
7:30

THOMAS G. SUTTON

and

FOR SALE

Puof

SERVICES:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

;pm

a

CLASSIFIEDS

INCLUDES Salad
Intros, Vgta b,sr.
Postal’s, Roll and

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND

atiman.

Experience Necessary
Just Bring Money

P.S.:

ACCOUNTANTS ELECT

Friday. March 14. 1918

S UPER-WINSTON
PRODUCTIONS pRE

CY 3-9821

sEgrs

Panel Discussion - 5:45 p.m.

CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
Studio,* Christian Cantor
92 South Fifth Stroot
Holy Communion at 7.30 A.M.
Every Tuesday
?Hies Hours: 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Advisor. on Campus
Mrs. Roy E. Butcher

Snack Supper - 5:1 5 p.m.
the Alameda at Shasta, San Jose

of the

trl

Or

MUSH, A R REA DY

THE DANGEROUS
DAN McP1100
3.712RY
A Stirring Saga of
Slush and Mush- ,
(Ach000!)
t,

NOW WAITA MINUTE
MR. MCPHOQ,rs
TALK THIS (X./ER
HERE HAVE A

AWRIGHT, DAD,
I’LL TAKE OVER
~-k,..t.(1ERE

WINSTON /

WINSTON
0
TASTES GOOD! X--c,’(LIKE A CIGARETTE
SHOULD!

SA -A AY

s

EVERYTHING WE HAVE .......
WE
)

OWE To WINSTON!
(

Building.
-

f ir
e DE CIGARETTE W-11-\;1
DE FRESH DEELIGHTFUL
FLAVOR!

PEE WEE’S PIZZA
945 THE ALAMEDA

DIXIELAND BAND
Pin. to gin
5 pm. to 2 a.m. Fri. and Sat.
R 4 RIY/o01.0% tOO.CCO CO .

JAM SESSION SUNDAY AF.
I p.m to 1 m.Mcn

and Thurs.

CYpress 7-5900

ME NEW CRUSII-PROOF 80X /5 A REAL D/SLYNERY,7710

0+

